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The magnitude of the agricultural sector in the region Nganjuk that is not offset by the sale of the agricultural sector led to less profitable for farmers to sell to the middlemen, and the vain over rotting crops will not sell, so that humankind reduced grateful to Allah SWT, as mentioned in Al-Qur’an surah Ibrahim verse 7, it means "If you are grateful definite plus favor to you, otherwise if you deny the favors, of the punishment is more powerful". Therefore, the existence of Agribusiness Center Anjuk field is expected to be a solution to the unqualified use the results of agriculture for farmers as a form of gratitude. It also can improve the economy of the agricultural sector and optimize the potential that God gave Nganjuk in the agricultural sector.

The nickname of the wind in climate Nganjuk provide abundant potential, as to optimize the potential of creating buildings that Climate Working With building work with temperature, working with wind, moisture and works with works with rainfall. Through the implementation of the Climate Working with the theme of the design field Anjuk Agribusiness Center will produce energy-efficient building additionally provide comfort for its users.